How half-coated janus particles enter cells.
Janus particles possess functional asymmetry and directionality within a single entity and thus are predicted to enable many promising biomedical applications that are not offered by homogeneous particles. However, it remains elusive what role the Janus principle plays in Janus particle-cell interactions, particularly in cellular uptake. We studied how asymmetric distribution of ligands on half-coated Janus microparticles dictates the membrane dynamics during receptor-mediated particle uptake, and found key differences from those characteristic of homogeneous particles. Live-cell fluorescence imaging combined with single-particle level quantification of particle-cell membrane interactions shows that the asymmetric distribution of ligands leads to a three-step endocytic process: membrane cup formation on the ligand-coated hemisphere, stalling at the Janus interface, and rapid membrane protrusion on the ligand-absent hemisphere to complete the particle engulfment. The direct correlation between the spatial presentation of ligands on Janus particles and the temporal changes of membrane dynamics revealed in this work elucidates the potential of using the Janus principle to fine-tune particle-cell interactions.